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Make  

ordering  

So Quick,  

So Easy!

See pages 14-16  
for more details

Easily  

scan & 

order

See pages  

2–3 & 14–16

UNLOCK CONVENIENCE 
Your Fast Track 
to Hassle-Free 
Ordering! 
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Transform 

Your Ordering 

Experience with 

QUICKORDER

‘Quickorder has been a great tool when ordering through Euromarc.  
I can guarantee that I am ordering the correct item each time. This saves 
me time and gives me peace of mind that my order will be correct.’ 

Alex Jones, Accounts Manager  
Kerry Jones Engineering

‘First time user and I found the process so easy to order our goods. 
All our products previously ordered through Euromarc were all on our 
Quickorder tab along with pricing, and the products were delivered 
the following day. Highly recommend the Quickorder.’

 
Jeff Honeyfield,

Site Services Co-Ordinator Taranakipine
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We can set it all 

up for you, saving 

you even more 

time!

Build Your Favourites List
Say goodbye to time-consuming searches! 
QUICKORDER introduces the 'favourites' list feature 
to your online ordering portal. Add all your frequently 
ordered consumables to your favourites, creating a 
personalised catalogue tailored to your needs.

Create Your Own Pricelist
Get real-time insights into pricing and product 
availability. With QUICKORDER, you can quickly 
and easily review prices, bulk ordering discounts, 
and availability, ensuring transparency and informed 
decision-making at your fingertips.

One-Stop Ordering
Simply add your quantities + checkout.
Experience the convenience of ordering everything 
you need from a single, centralised place. No 
more navigating through the website to find your 
regular items. QUICKORDER puts in the fast lane, 
streamlining the process like never before.

Your Time Is Valuable 

Let QUICKORDER Make It Count!

Make the switch to QUICKORDER and embrace hassle-free online ordering.

Get Started with 
QUICKORDER Today!
Order online at euromarc.co.nz    |    0800 278 600    |    sales@euromarc.co.nz

Simply email marketing@euromarc.co.nz or call us on 
0800 278 600 and we’ll pre-load your QUICKORDER 
with products from your order history with us  
(and any others you’d like)



A low carbon, copper coated GMAW wire with high 
manganese and silicon content, providing welds with flatter 
bead shapes and lower splatter. Optimised for welding 
steels with moderate amounts of mill scale or rust with 
uniformed layer wound and copper coating to extend the 
life of consumable MIG parts. Excellent welding for general 
steel construction, sheet metal and structural welding of 
mild and medium strength steels and designed for use 
with optimum performance under Argon75/25 Ar/CO² and 
100% CO² shielding gases.

A high-quality Italian manufactured under strict quality 
control, triple shaved and precision layer wound solid 
aluminium wire suitable for welding alloys containing up to 
5% magnesium.

Smooth wire feed, a low fume factor and clean welds the 
841 has a good resistance to marine atmospheric corrosion 
and suitable for aluminium base metals 3xxx, 5xxx and 
6xxx series.

Used for welding of 316 and 316L grade stainless steels, in a 
wide range of applications including the fabrication of pipe 
and plate. The higher Si level results in a smooth weld bead 
shape and even appearance with excellent toe blending 
particularly in fillet welds.

The weld metal has excellent crack and corrosion 
resistance, intergranular corrosion, and creep resistance 
properties. Excellent mechanical properties & excellent 
bead appearance.

A high-quality Italian manufactured under strict quality 
control triple shaved, precision layer wound and high 
strength solid aluminium wire suitable for welding Al Mg 
4,5% Mn alloy.
Smooth wire feed, a low fume factor and clean welds the 
845 has a good resistance to atmospheric corrosion and 
sea water and suitable for aluminium base metals 5xxx and 
6xxx series. APPLICATIONS:
• General aluminium fabrication
• Boat building where high resistance to sea water is
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801MIG 
WIRE 841MIG 

WIRE

835MIG 
WIRE 845MIG 

WIRE

Coming April/May Coming April/May

Coming April/May Coming April/May

Landing  

April & May 

2024
ER70S-6 – Solid MIG Wire. Copper Coated 5356 Premium Quality, Solid Aluminium MIG Wire

ER316LSi - All Positional Premium Solid  
Stainless Steel Mig Wire

5183 Premium Quality, Solid Aluminium MIG Wire
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An extra low carbon 19 Cr/ 12 Ni/ 3 Mo /0.85 Si type stainless 
steel TIG rod suitable for the welding or surfacing of having 
similar compositions and where increased resistance to pitting 
corrosion is required.

The weld metal has excellent creep strength up to 850°C. 
Ferrite controlled between 5 to 10%.

The weld metal has excellent crack and corrosion resistance, 

Blue flux coated electrodes suitable for joint and repair welding 
on mild steel in all applications of the metal-working industry. 
Having a stronger arc force and better penetration this results 
in higher strength joints, no cracking, defects or joint failures. 
The electrode is characterised by good bridge ability with easy 
ignition & re-ignition and low spatter, easy slag removal even on 
slightly rusty, primed, galvanised base materials and wrought 
iron.
• Specially coated for low spatter
• All-positional electrode
• Better fluidity control and out of position welding

A high-quality Italian manufactured filler rod in 5% Mg 
alloyed aluminium suitable for welding a wide range of cast 
and wrought aluminium alloys and has a good resistance to 
marine atmospheric corrosion.
Suitable for welding a wide range of aluminium base metal 
alloys 3xxx, 5xxx and 6xxx.
APPLICATIONS:
• General aluminium fabrication
• Shipbuilding
• Construction

A low hydrogen basic electrode for producing crack free welds in 
steels with a carbon content up to 0.40%. and welding unalloyed, 
micro-alloyed and low-alloy steels up to medium tensile strength 
with good operating and smooth-running characteristics in all 
positions except vertical down. Excellent mechanical properties, 
crack resistance and X-ray quality welds. This electrode is used 
where high standards are required, high ductility and smooth 
running.
• Exceptional arc stability
• Ultra-low diffusible hydrogen level: 4ml /100gms weld metal

Tech 
details 

available

Tech 
details 

available

701ELECTRODE885TIG  
ROD

891TIG  
ROD 709ELECTRODE

TRIED, 
TESTED &  
GOOD TO 
GO!

Here’s some feedback we got from 
kiwi engineering companies we 
asked to test the ELITE MIG Solid 
Copper Coated Welding Wire 801

Yep, good

Guys on the floor said it ’s good

Great. Let us know when more arrives.

Loved it. We will use it instead.
Loved the foil wrap.

Our welders liked it. We’ll 
stock it when it comes in.

Would be happy to 
change. Quite good.

Good

Coming April/May Coming April/May

Coming April/May Coming April/May

Tech 
details 

available

Tech 
details 

available

Euromarc

Top notch wire falliz, big 
thumbs up and ticks all 

Worked very well, we 
are changing over

Stainless Steel TIG Rod E6013 Blue Flux All Position Electrode

E7018-1 Low Hydrogen Controlled ElectrodeAluminium TIG Rod
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Need Welding 

Consumables 

for your 

QUICKSTOCK™ 

System?

No worries! Just give us  
a call on 0800 278 600  
or email sales@euromarc.co.nz

Let us know the products you’re after, 
and we’ll handle the rest.

QUICKSTOCK™ Success Story:  

ATCO Steel Developments

The team at ATCO Steel Developments describe 
how QUICKSTOCK has helped them eliminate 
time and stock wastage, while gaining control over 
their usage.

See their full story online

euromarc.co.nz/resources

‘It's absolutely 110% improvement from the system 
we used to have. Before there was no control. There 
was a lot of wastage. You know. Whereby now at 
the moment it's quick, it's easy, it's neat. You know 
everything just works out. I cannot see us letting this 
system go any time soon.’

Chris Venter, Site Manager
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Coming  

Soon!
QUICKSTOCK™ Analytics Dashboard:  

Gain Insights, Maximize Savings

7

QUICKSTOCK Customers — stay tuned 
for the launch of the QUICKSTOCK 
Analytics Dashboard exclusively available 
through your online account:

QUICKSTOCK Spend:

Stay informed. Keep track of your expenditure over 
the last 12 months, empowering you to make informed 
decisions and budget effectively.

Dollars Saved:

See the tangible benefits of utilising QUICKSTOCK. 
Monitor your savings from using QUICKSTOCK*, 
providing transparency and reinforcing the value of your 
partnership with us.
*calculated based on the average order costs of regular orders.

Time Saved:

Time is money, and with QUICKSTOCK, you're saving 
both. Gauge your time saved using QUICKSTOCK*, 
highlighting the efficiency gains and the impact on your 
bottom line.
*calculated based on the average order costs of regular orders.

Product Quantity Usage:

Gain a deeper understanding of your 
consumable usage. Visualise your 
product usage on a monthly basis and 
compare it to previous months, enabling 
you to optimise inventory management 
and streamline operations.
*calculated based on the average order costs of regular orders.
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Enter the world of ELITE. Where quality meets 

performance and innovation shapes excellence.

Experience Excellence with Euromarc ELITE 

Crafted for Excellence:

ELITE isn' t just a brand; it 's a standard. 
Crafted with precision and dedication, 
every ELITE product embodies the spirit 
of excellence, setting a benchmark for 
engineering consumables .

Uncompromising Quality:

Experience the assurance of uncompromising 
quality with ELITE . Each product is 
meticulously sourced and tested to ensure 
it meets the highest standards . Delivering 
reliability and consistency with every use.

Engineered for You:

At the heart of ELITE lies a deep understanding 
of your needs as a Kiwi engineer. From the 
workshop to the worksite, ELITE products are 
engineered to empower you, making your job 
easier and your results exceptional.

Performance that Inspires:

Reveal your full potential with ELITE . 
Experience the difference in performance, 
whether you're cutting, grinding, welding or 
cleaning. With ELITE by your side, there are 
no limits – only possibilities .

Embrace Excellence:

Join a community of excellence with ELITE . 
Elevate your engineering experience and 
embark on a journey where every project is a 
testament to your skill and craftsmanship.
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Want flawless results? Look no further. ELITE 101 Flap Disc’s 
quality zirconium cloth ensures a consistent finish, making it 
perfect for stainless steel, steel, and aluminum.

Try them for yourself.  
View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/ 
elite-flap-disc-101

Achieve perfection. Leave 

your mark on the world.

ELITE Abrasives aren't just tools. They're your secret weapon. 
Whether you’re cutting, grinding or finishing – ELITE has your 
back. Aluminium, steel, stainless – no worries. ELITE’s got what 
it takes.

ELITE Abrasives. It's not just about getting the job done; it's 
about mastering your craft, achieving perfection, and leaving 
your mark on the world.

Explore the range & login  
for your trade prices

euromarc.co.nz/abrasives

Cutting corners? Not with ELITE 101 Cutting Discs! Engineered 
for speed and savvy engineers, these discs are your ticket to 
clean cuts and zero regrets. Say goodbye to burning signs and 
hello to precision, with a side of unbeatable value. 

Ready to make the cut?  
View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/ 
elite-thin-cutting-901

Your Winning EdgeSlice Through Steel with Style

Ready to kick some metal? ELITE 933 Grinding Discs are your 
secret weapon for lightning-fast stock removal, less pressure, 
and maximum bang for your buck. With minimal dusting and 
triple-layer reinforcement, these discs are the ultimate grind 
buddies. 

Grind like a boss.  
View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/ 
elite-grinding-933

Power, Precision, Performance

901THIN CUTTING 
DISCS

933GRINDING 
DISCS

101FLAP  
DISCS

Best 

Seller
Best 

Seller

Best 

Seller
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Clean with Finesse,  

Remove with Resilience

Built tough for the toughest jobs. ELITE Brushware conquers 
cleaning and removal jobs with safety and style. Experience 
smooth action and perfect balance. ELITE brushes are your 
ultimate sidekick. From fine-tuning to fierce removal, trust 
ELITE to bring out the best in your workmanship.

Explore the range & login  
for your trade prices

euromarc.co.nz/brushware

Whether you're battling rust corrosion, surface staining or 
stubborn debris, the ELITE 608 dominates with aggressive 
action and relentless removal. Plus, with its professional-grade 
tempered steel wire and twist knot design, it's built to last, 
providing exceptional value.
Don't settle for less – perform at your best.

View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/elite-twist-
knot-cup-brush-608

Meet your new go-to for tackling corners, contours, and weld 
clean-up with speed and style. Professional-grade tempered 
steel wire allows for aggressive action and rapid stock removal, 
while the versatile angle/saucer shape gets into corners, 
contours and cleans up welds with ease. From pipework to rust, 
scale, and surface prep, this brush dominates every angle with 
relentless performance.

View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/elite-twist-
knot-bevel-brush-606

Engineered for mild scrubbing action, light rust removal, 
surface staining paint and deburring, the ELITE 628 means 
business. Crafted with professional-grade tempered steel wire 
and a versatile cup shape, it's your go-to for achieving spotless 
results with ease.

View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/elite-
crimped-cup-brush-628

Aggressive Action, Relentless Removal Spotless Cleaning & Removal

Precision at Every Angle

Best 

Seller
Best 

Seller

Best 

Seller

628CRIMPED CUP 
BRUSH

606TWIST KNOT 
BEVEL BRUSH

608TWIST KNOT  
CUP  BRUSH
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Drill with Confidence

Drill precision holes at lightning speed. Crafted with high-
speed steel (HSS) broach, ELITE M2 Annular Cutters drill 
three times faster than twist drills, saving you valuable time 
and energy. With a 25mm cutting depth and burr-free finish, 
they eliminate the need for step drilling, delivering ream-quality 
holes effortlessly. Plus, their versatility allows them to fit most 
magnetic drill brands, making them your go-to choice.

View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/evo-hss-
annular-cutter-25-depth

Ready to conquer every drilling challenge 
with confidence? ELITE 507 Jobber Drills are 
engineered to deliver pro-level performance every 
time. Featuring three flats on the shanks for a secure 
chuck grip, and crafted from gold hi-molybdenum 
tool steel with a special treatment and black oxide 
finish, they hold lubrication for uninterrupted drilling. 
Plus, with a state-of-the-art self-centering split 
point, they penetrate steel effortlessly, ensuring  
high precision and lightning-fast drilling. 

View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/elite-jobber-
drill-507-metric

Precision Performance,  

Every Cut

Quick and precise. ELITE Cutting Tools make your job  
a ‘hole’ lot easier.

From jobber drills to annular cutters, ELITE’s there for you. 
And when it's time to clean up, ELITE rotary burrs will get it 
done. From fierce drilling to fine-tuning, trust ELITE to bring 
out the best in your workmanship.

Explore the range & login  
for your trade prices

euromarc.co.nz/cutting-tools

507JOBBER 
DRILL

M2ANNULAR 
CUTTER

Best 

Seller

Best 

Seller
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Drill smarter with ELITE M2 Annular Cutters
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210WELD ANTI 
SPLATTER

Get the Job Done Right

When it comes to the nitty-gritty extras, trust ELITE to have your 
back. From marking chalk and pens to weld anti-spatter, nozzle 
dip, and cable ties, ELITE’s got everything you need to tackle 
every aspect of your project. 

Quick, reliable, and precision-engineered, ELITE ensures you 
have the tools to get the job done right, every time. Because 
when it's the little things that make a big difference, count on 
ELITE to deliver.

Experience the difference with ELITE 202 Engineers Chalk. 
Crafted from premium hard chalk, it's engineered to resist 
breakage and powdering, ensuring durability and precision 
every time you mark.

View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/elite-
engineers-chalk-202-144pcs

Conquer any surface with ELITE 208 Permanent Marker Pens. 
Engineered for high-performance paint marking on oily, wet, or 
coated surfaces, these markers ensure your marks stand the 
test of time. Available in white, green, yellow, blue, black and 
red, these markers dry quickly and are safe to use on stainless 
steel and alloys.

View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/pro-line-hp-
paint-marker-pens

This water-based anti-spatter solution ACTUALLY WORKS! 
It’s true, ELITE 210 delivers amazing results without any nasty 
ingredients. Simply spray onto metal surfaces before welding 
to prevent weld spatter from adhering. Safe, non-toxic, and 
clean, you can galvanise and paint immediately after. 
It works, it's safe, it's clean, and it's cost-effective –  
what more could you want?

View your pricing & order online

euromarc.co.nz/elite-weld-
anti-spatter-210-water-base

Built to Last Protect Your Welds, Protect Your Work

Make Your Mark. Permanently.

Best 

Seller
Best 

Seller

Best 

Seller

208PERMANENT 
MARKER PENS

202ENGINEERS 
CHALK
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Arriving Soon!
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CUSTOMER MANAGED INVENTORY SYSTEM

Convenience

Order from anywhere, anytime, straight 
from your mobile device

Accuracy

Eliminate the risk of mis-ordering 
by scanning barcodes for precise 
product selection

Efficiency

Save time and effort with 
seamless, on-the-go ordering

Whether you're on the workshop floor, counting stock 
in the store room, or out on site — QUICKSCAN puts 
the power to order right in the palm of your hand.

See how  it works on the next 
page!

It's time to simplify your ordering  
with QUICKSCAN!

Give our friendly team a call on 0800 278 600 or 
email marketing@euromarc.co.nz if you'd like stickers for your 
shelves - or simply scan the barcodes on our product packaging.

Order from anywhere!
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HOW IT WORKS: Simplify Your Ordering Process

Using QUICKSCAN is So Quick, So Easy

1
Log in to your account 
on our website 2

Navigate to the QUICKSCAN section and 
tap the barcode icon 3

Simply scan the barcode of the product 
you need and adjust the quantity

CUSTOMER MANAGED INVENTORY SYSTEM
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TRY IT YOURSELF: Test QUICKSCAN Today

Why not give QUICKSCAN a try now? Test it out with the products below by scanning their barcodes and adding them to your order list!

SAFET Y 
GL ASSES 505

MIG WELDER 
GLOVE 311

RIGGER  
GLOVE 303

NITRILE  
GRIP GLOVE 323

WSSEEC5050

CRAFTSMAN Safety Glasses 505 - Clear C505-0.
@0686494708969@

PH. 0800 278 600 WSGBHRIGRL

Craftsman Premium Rigger Glove 303 - Large
@0686494708778@

PH. 0800 278 600

WSGBLGOWLD

CRAFTSMAN MIG Welder 311 Leather Glove - Large
@WSGBLGOWLD@

PH. 0800 278 600 WSGPPVST10

CRAFTSMAN Nitrile Grip 323 Glove 10-XL
@0686494708570@

PH. 0800 278 600

*While we strive to ensure the information provided in this flyer is accurate at the time of printing, we reserve the 
right to make changes or corrections as necessary. Please contact us if you have any questions or concerns.

Want barcode labels for your shelves? No problem! Give us a call on 0800 278 600 
or email sales@euromarc.co.nz and we'll send some your way, free of charge.

CUSTOMER MANAGED INVENTORY SYSTEM
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